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Agenda

1. Introductions

2. UK CAA High Level Brief

a) Current CAA workstreams/challenges

b) Looking at the next 12 months…..

3. Latest Offshore Update 

a) Finishing one work stream……

b) Looking forward to next steps 



A Recap of the UK CAA Journey to leaving EASA

The Future Relationship between the United Kingdom and the European Union (UK Government White Paper 

July 2018): “for EASA, becoming a third country member via the established route under Article 66 of the 

EASA basic regulation, as Switzerland has;”. 

Timeline 

23rd June 2016 UK 
Referendum

29th March 2017 Article 
50 triggered

31st Jan 2020 UK leaves 
EU and enters 

‘Transition Period’

31st Dec 2020 the 
‘Transition Period’ ended 

– UK leaves EASA

March 2020 - The Secretary for State for Transport announces UK will leave EASA at the end of the Transition 

Period.

The Future Relationship between the United Kingdom and the European Union (UK Government White Paper 

July 2018): “for EASA, becoming a third country member via the established route under Article 66 of the 

EASA basic regulation, as Switzerland has;”. 



Although the ‘Transition Period’ has ended – the UK CAA 
is still in ‘Transition’….

Recognising the potential for significant industry disruption following the official end of the transition period, the UK 

CAA considered it appropriate to apply alleviations to the EU-UK Trade and Cooperation Agreement (recall that this 

was agreed and signed on 30th Dec 2020 and applied from 1st Jan 2021).

Timeline 

30th Dec 2020 Trade and 
Cooperation Agreement

1st Jan 2021 Provisionally 
Applied

31st Dec 2022 End of 
Current Alleviations

The alleviations included licensing protocols to recognise accept EU state issued EASA licenses for UK registered 

aircraft (including training and examining privileges, maintenance activities etc).

These are planned to end Dec 31st 2022 – there is currently no sign of political appetite to extend further.



2022/23 Focus Areas



Any other aviation system shock



Offshore Updates



Offshore Safety Update  

Whilst this report provides a final statement regarding progress against each action and recommendation within the Offshore 

Review, there is still further activity ongoing in both the offshore and onshore Helicopter operating domains, 



Offshore Safety Update  

CAP 1877 was published as Post Implementation Review of the actions and 

recommendations detailed within The Offshore Review (CAP 1145). The review problem 

statement was: 

‘Have the Recommendations and Actions in the Offshore Review (CAP 1145) been 

adequately implemented and have these achieved the objective of improving the survivability 

of passengers and crew following an accident?’



Offshore Safety Update  

The previous updates and this publication (CAP1877) demonstrated that progress has been 

achieved with measures to improve the survivability for passengers and crew and to help 

minimise the likelihood of an accident in the first place. 

Of the 32 actions only 4 remain open

Of the 29 recommendations 14 are still progressing



Offshore Safety Update  

Actions Completed:

Offshore Helicopter Safety leadership Group meets every six months (2014 and ongoing)

Increased awareness of risk picture (2014 and ongoing)

SPIs developed for more effective FDM (2014 and ongoing)

Training matters for EFIS, IMC skills and instructor training (2014 and ongoing)

Enhanced safety around Sea States, Emergency Exits and Survival Equipment (2016)

Safety hazards and Risk mitigation for operations and helidecks (2018 and ongoing)



Offshore Safety Update  

Actions Remaining:

A04 – FDM development

A13 – Certification of Helidecks

A15 – Offshore communication

A32 – Helideck lighting, HMS, HTAWS and DGPS approaches



Offshore Safety Update  

Recommendations completed in the following areas:

Matters dealing with collecting and sharing data for trends in accident causes, safety actions 

and recommendations in both operations and maintenance.  

Requirements for  offshore personnel to be properly trained in safety and survival.

Work towards helideck improvements in fire and lighting capabilities.

Work towards Pilot Training improvements.

Work towards Maintenance improvements around critical parts.

Met Office triggered lightning forecasting system fully implemented from September 2015. 



Offshore Safety Update  

Recommendations remaining in the following areas:

R05 – Aircraft and passenger safety features such as self-righting lifejackets, life raft 

mechanisms and emergency exits / many of these items are now a mandatory part of CS29 

but will not be retrofitted.

R10 & 11 - Areas around the agreement on best practices and auditing pooling.

R13 to 19 – Work with OEMs to standardise structure and terminology in documents across 

different types and also to standardise ATOs teaching of philosophies, SOPs and handling 

techniques. 

R21 to 29 – Continuing work towards aircraft monitoring systems, critical parts and possibly 

ETOPS rules and the research around these matters.



Offshore Safety Update  

What is next?

Of all the outstanding Actions and Recommendations, many could now be considered to be 

either in the mature stage of “Continuous Improvement” or they have reached a level at which 

no more can be done. 

So we will look at closing them out of the Offshore Review and continue monitoring them 

through our normal PBO work.



Other Issues being looked at:

• Wrong Rig Landings – Helideck identifiers; geometric centre of installation (lat/long to resolution of 0.01’), 

plus more identifying data.

• Winching Operations and Limits for Wind Farm Operations (including provision of MET equipment)

• Ditching and Survivability – following EASA NPA 2020-16 it is anticipated the CAA will run a parallel rule 

making exercise (broadly aligned)

• Triggered Lightning Forecast – User Group working with UK MET office to improve resolution and 

accuracy of forecasts

• Helicopter Terrain Awareness & Warning Systems – A UK CAA rulemaking task finished and 

implementation by start of 2025

• Wind Reporting - correct all offshore anemometer measurements to 10 m above helideck height. 

Utilising Industry forums such as UK Offshore Safety Leadership Group and Helideck Steering 

Committee, includes but not limited to: 



CAAi to conduct Helicopter 
Underwater Escape 

Study on behalf of EASA.



Wind Farm 
Proliferation 
– The Next 
Big Problem?



Questions….


